Here are some Frequently Asked Questions about Peeps™ eyeglasses and sunglasses cleaners
How does Peeps work?

The Cleaning Tips are covered with a special Invisible Carbon compound that
removes the fingerprint oils. This is not “high tech” – this is “old tech”! Many years ago
our grandmothers often used newspapers to clean the windows and mirrors in the
house. Why did that work so well? Newspapers are covered with printer’s ink, which is
about 25% carbon … and the carbon molecule has a unique ability to absorb oils. The
Invisible Carbon compound in Peeps is unique and has been specially formulated to
handle the fingerprint oils on eyeglasses and sunglasses.

Peeps is safe to use on all high-quality prescription and over-the-counter lenses,
Is Peeps safe for all
eyeglasses and sunglasses? including glass and CR39 (Columbia Resin 39) prescription lenses and polycarbonate
sunglass lenses. All of these lenses will have an anti-reflective coating on the outer
surface of the lens, which is the same coating found on camera lenses. LensPen
camera lens cleaning products have safely and effectively cleaned camera lenses for
more than 20 years.

Will I need to use any cloths,
tissues or sprays with
Peeps?

No. Everything you need to clean prescription glasses, sunglasses and reading
glasses is included in Peeps. The Invisible Carbon compound will completely clean
grease and fingerprints from the lens. You won’t need messy sprays, wipes, tissues or
cloths.

Is Peeps environmentally
friendly?

Yes! Peeps requires no solvents and, unlike lens tissues, creates no waste. It’s RoHS
compliant and meets California’s Proposition 65 standards.

Can Peeps help reduce
static charge?

Independent lab tests confirm that LensPen will substantially reduce the amount of
electrostatic charge on the lens surface. This feature is important, as electrostatic
charge attracts dust and causes it to adhere to lenses.

How long will Peeps last?

You’ll be able to clean a really dirty lens about 500 times. Why? Look at the inside of
the holder and you will see foam pads filled with carbon. Sliding the holder back on
after cleaning causes the two surfaces to rub together, carbon-to-carbon, and this
recharges the carbon on the cleaning tips so they can be used many times. And how
about this? Peeps has no expiration date! If you lose your Peeps and find it years later
– it’s good to go! There are no liquids in Peeps – nothing to dry out!

Additional questions?

Email us at info@lenspen.com

